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CCP is a manufacturer and trade supplier of concrete products based in the North West
of England, We also produce Aggregate from our quarry situated in North Wales.
https://ccp.ltd/
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CONCRETE BLOCKS
We offer a comprehensive selection of concrete
building blocks which are available in a range
of sizes, strengths and densities, making them
ideal for use in any situation – both internally and
externally. With an annual production of over 1.8
million our blocks are manufactured in accordance
with the British Standard and offer excellent
thermal conductivity and sound-reducing qualities.
Our concrete block range includes:
Greenbloc
The UK’s first cement-free ultra-low carbon dense
concrete block. Powered by Cemfree, an ultra-low
carbon alternative to traditional cement, Greenblocs are suitable for foundations, load bearing
walls, internal leaves of cavity walls and partition
walls. Up to 77% lower eCO2 compared to a
dense concrete block manufactured with 100%
Ordinary Portland Cement.
Foundation Blocks
Consolite
Hollow Dense, Cellular Dense, Solid Dense Blocks
and Easy-lay
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Modulite
Cellular Dense, Medium Dense and Medium
Dense Lightweight Paint grade blocks
Concrete Commons
Concrete Commons are designed to be used in
many applications including making up courses in
blockwork, as padstones on top of hollow blocks,
as reveals, jambs and window heads and as kicker
units to bring blockwork to wall height.
Lightweight Coursing Brick
CCP lightweight coursing bricks are designed to
be used in all types of construction in conjunction
with lightweight aggregate blocks.
Aggregates
Our premium product is suitable for a range of
uses in the construction industry. Extracted from
our quarry in Aberdo, Flintshire we supply limestone aggregates to projects in North Wales,
Cheshire, Merseyside and Shropshire. We are also
able to supply materials including Bulk Cement
nationally through our trading division.
Our aggregates include Sand and Gravel, Decorative Aggregates, High PSV, Recycled Aggregates,
White Limestone, Top soil, Muck away
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The information contained within this publication was accurate at time of production. However, CCP reserves the right to introduce modifications or changes to
detailat any time without notice. No charge is levied for this publication or advice therein, and accordingly the company, its employees and authorised agents can
accept no liability whatsoever, either indirectly or directly arising from the use of its products in connection with any information or advice contained in this guide.
A SigmaRoc PLC Company.

